
Itinerary 

 

Excursion（One-day） 
【One-day Bus Tour】    

 A: Infectious Disease Museum and Soba-Making Experience 
 
■Date: August 12 (Sat), 2023  
■Meals: Lunch included 
■Meeting place and Time:West Exit Group Bus Stop of Koriyama Station at 8:50 

8/12 (Sat) 

      
Koriyama Station ══ 〇Inawashiro-glass museum, beer museum, ramen museum ═  

     09:00          09:50                                          10:50     
                                      Soba-making experience and hot spring bathing experience 
═ ◎Hideyo Noguchi Memorial Infectious Disease Museum ══ ◎Hotel Hananoyu  
           10:55                           11:35                   12:05     14:05 

Factory tour and wine tasting  
════ 〇Fukushima OUSE WINERY  ════ Koriyama Station 

14:30              15:30           16:15 
A guide will accompany participants throughout the entire excursion. 

◎Admission entry ＋ Sightseeing  〇Stop off ＋ Sightseeing            ══ Bus    ･･･Walk 
 
■Tour Details 

You can enjoy a tour of a museum specializing in infectious diseases, a soba making experience, and a 
hot spring bath.  
 
■Facility Information 
【Lake Inawashiro (猪苗代湖)】 
It is the fourth largest lake in Japan and located in Fukushima. It 
is a popular leisure spot where visitors can enjoy cruising and 
camping on a sightseeing boat. In winter, swans fly to the lake, 
which is known as a beautiful sight. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

【Inawashiro Original Beer Brewery (猪苗代地ビール館)】 
An authentic local beer made with famous water from Mt. Bandai and 
German raw materials. It will be the first tourist attraction in 
Fukushima Prefecture to focus on local beer. 

 

【Fukushima OUSE WINERY (ふくしま逢瀬ワイナリー)】 
This winery processes and sells wine, cider, liqueur, and brandy using locally-sourced fruits such as peaches, pears, 
apples, and grapes from Fukushima. Additionally, we offer a selection of products from Fukushima Prefecture that 
complement the wine experience. Visitors can also sample sparkling wine and cider during their visit. 

【World Glassware Hall Inawashiro (世界のガラス館) 】 
World Glassware Hall Inawashiro exhibits mysterious  
and beautiful glass products from all over the world. 25,000 items are 
on display. 

 

【Kawakyo Ramen-kan Inawashiroten（河京ラーメン館猪苗代店）】 
It is a ramen theme park where you can also enjoy an all-you-can-eat 
Aizu Kitakata ramen buffet. 

 

【Hotel Hananoyu (ホテル華の湯) 】 
Hotel Hananoyu is popular for its buffet dining and offers a variety of hot spring baths, including 30 types of baths, and 
a range of vegetable dishes. It is one of the best hot spring inns in Tohoku that can accommodate all types of customers, 
from meetings and parties to banquets. You can also enjoy a soba making experience and hot spring bathing at the 
facility. 

【Hideyo Noguchi Memorial Infectious Disease Museum (野口英世記念館・感染症ミュージアム)】 
This museum is a facility dedicated to infectious diseases that originated in Japan. Visitors can learn about the history 
of infectious diseases such as syphilis, which was researched by Hideyo Noguchi, as well as the Spanish flu and the 
new coronavirus infection. 



Itinerary 

 

【One-day Bus Tour】   

 C: History and Astronomical Culture of Aizu  
 
■Date: August 12 (Sat),2023  
■Meals: Lunch included 
■Meeting place and Time:West Exit Group Bus Stop of Koriyama Station at 8:50 

8/12 (Sat) 

                                Factory tour/Sake tasting 
Koriyama Station  ══ ◎Aizu Bukeyashiki ══ 〇Suehiro Shuzo ══  

     9:00          10:30     11:30          11:40     12:30 
          Lunch                                 
══ ◎Tsurugajo Kaikan  ･･････ ◎Tsurugajo Castle ═══  

       12:40                                     14:20 
═ 〇Aizu Nisshinkan Observatory Ruins ═ ◎Aizu Hanko Nisshinkan ═ Koriyama Station 

14:25                       14:40     15:00            15:50    17:20 
A guide will accompany participants throughout the entire excursion. 

◎Admission entry ＋ Sightseeing  〇Stop off ＋ Sightseeing            ══ Bus    ･･･Walk 
 
■Tour Details 
This tour offers a unique opportunity to experience the rich cultural heritage of Aizu. 
 
■Facility Information 
【Aizu Bukeyashiki (会津武家屋敷)】 
The residential complex of a top-ranking Edo period Aizu 
retainer, Tanomo Saigo, is featured at this museum park. 
There is also a bailiff’s office that has been designated an  
Important Cultural Asset of Fukushima Prefecture, as well  
as a tea house, a rice mill, and other buildings of historical 
interest on the grounds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

【Tsurugajo Castle (鶴ヶ城)】 
Tsurugajo Castle is currently selected as one of the top 100 
castles in Japan. With a history of more than 600 years 
since its construction, the castle boasts a site area of about 
69,000 square meters, and there are many attractions to 
enjoy in Tsurugajo Park. 

【Tsurugajo Kaikan (鶴ヶ城会館)】 
At this facility, you can purchase folk crafts that represent Aizu 
and famous confectionery from Fukushima Prefecture. You 
can also enjoy the local cuisine of Aizu. 

【Suehiro Shuzo (末廣酒造) 】 
This facility has a history of being founded in 1850, and  
is a large-scale sake brewery in the Aizu area in terms 
of both production volume and lineup. 

【Aizu Nisshinkan Observatory Ruins (日新館天文台跡)】 
This is the remains of an astronomical observatory that was used in the Nisshin Building of the Aizu 
Domain School. It is the only surviving astronomical observatory site from the Edo period. It has been 
designated as a Aizuwakamatsu City Designated Historic Site and also as an Astronomical Heritage by 
the Japan Astronomical Society. 

【Aizu Hanko Nisshinkan（会津藩校日新館）】 
Aizu Hanko Nisshinkan is a faithful restoration facility of the Aizu Domain School, which was built in 
1803 for the purpose of developing human resources. In addition to seeing the magnificent Edo 
architecture and the state of learning at that time, you can also experience bushido." 


